Three Rivers Archers

Three Rivers Archers Organization, which Bend OHA strongly supports in a variety of ways, has built and opened a brand new Archery Range that’s open to the public in La Pine Township. It took a few years of thorough planning, careful collaboration with the City of La Pine, La Pine Parks & Recreation, and La Pine School District, and the unwavering support of a number of organizations and individuals including Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife, Oregon Hunters Association led by the Bend Chapter, Ken Hand PLAY, Jake Russell Excavating, Sportsman's Warehouse, Pacific Bow Butts, J&R Fire, Eagle Cap Nursery, Lapine Figaro's Pizza, Andy Rigney to make it happen. And Three Rivers Families donated a ton of time and labor too!

The new Archery Range is located at Kelly Young Memorial Park just off of Coach and Memorial lane. All that remains are placing Landscape rocks along the edge of the parking lot and bark chips on the range itself. All Three Rivers asks is a $5 donation to use the range with all of those donations to be used exclusively for range maintenance. Donation box is located next to the Kiosk.
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